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Abstract. The paper presents the results of an experimental study of the
Couette-Taylor flow fluctuations in a ring channel with oppositely rotating
multicylinder rotors. Experiments were carried out using water-glycerine
solutions as a working fluid. The rotation resistance moment and its
pulsations were investigated, using the system for measuring the torque
resistance of rotation of rotors, made in the form of a digital dynamometer
based on a tension sensor. The investigations made it possible to establish
that the classic dependence of the appearance of Taylor vortices is
observed in the slit flow of a multicylinder system rotating oppositely. It
was shown that in the range of Reynolds numbers Re = (100 – 500),
pulsations of dissipative processes with variable frequency and amplitude
up to 10% of the mean value of rotation resistance are observed.

1 Introduction
At present a great practical interest are investigations related to the state of the flow in
the slit space, when the coaxial cylinders rotate towards each other with given angular
velocities. The results of such studies can be very useful for constructing an effective wind
heat generator and a separator for oil chemistry.
Mallock (1888, 1896) and Couette (1890) have published a large number of
experimental and theoretical studies of the flow between concentric rotating cylinders (the
Couette circular flow) since the first studies. In particular, in [1] the system formed by two
coaxial independently rotating cylinders was investigated. Based on the conducted studies,
the authors presented a detailed map of flow regimes, in the annular ring between cylinders
rotating relative to each other, as functions of the Reynolds numbers of the inner and outer
cylinders. The optical method used by the authors made it possible to describe the behavior
of pulsating structural formations that arise in the annular ring in a wide range of Reynolds
number changes.
The physics of dissipative processes between fluid layers or between the surface of a
solid and the surface of a liquid in the slit space of rotating cylindrical bodies has not been
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sufficiently studied. There are various theories describing these processes, however,
experimental data for creating a single model is not enough. The developed experimental
setup, the apparatus and the measurement technique made it possible to perform studies of
the dependence of the rotation resistance torque on the rotational speed and viscosity of the
working fluid. The obtained experimental data make it possible to estimate the efficiency of
heat generation due to dissipative processes in the liquid flow in a multi-gap space and to
determine the algorithm for calculating the structure, working fluid and operating modes of
the heat generator.

2 Experimental setup
Fig. 1 shows the scheme of the experimental setup. The setup allows one to investigate the
influence of the working fluid parameters, the angular velocity of rotation, and the
associated structure of the fluid flow in the gaps of the multicylinder rotor system, by the
value of resistance to counter rotation.

Fig. 1. The scheme of the experimental setup (1 – heat-insulated body, 2 – electric motor, 3 – frame, 4
– RPM sensor, 5 – tension sensors, 6 – body temperature sensor, 7 – liquid temperature sensor, 8 –
inlet temperature sensor, 9 – outlet temperature sensor, 10 – tension sensor amplifier, 11 – signal
converter, 12 – computer, 13 – laboratory autotransformers, 14 – power supply, 15 – oscilloscope).

Spinning of the rotors is carried out by two electric motors with a variable speed. Opposite
rotor block constructively consists of two identical rotors, inserted in the annular gaps of
each other and forming a system of cylindrical annular channels. The name of the rotors is
conditional, since both rotate relative to the block body. All block elements are made of
aluminum alloy. The "rotors" rotating against each other form a coaxial multicylinder
system consisting of 13 annular cylindrical channels with a width of ~ 2.75 mm and an
annular gap height of 50 mm, and a ring diameter of 203 to 315 mm. The system is filled
with a working viscous liquid with predetermined properties. The working fluid is a waterglycerin mixture, the parameters of which change, heating when the rotors rotate due to
large shear stresses in the annular channels. Table 1 shows the parameters of the mixture
with a water concentration of 17%.
Table 1. The parameters of working fluid.
№
1

Water
concentration,
%
17

Temperature
T, ⁰С
20 – 50

2

Kinematic
viscosity
ν, m2/s
(54 – 15)·10-6

Density ρ,
kg/m3
1200 – 1183
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Furthermore, the kinetic energy of the motor drive is completely converted into thermal
energy. Selection of heat energy from the heat generator is carried out by circulating the
working fluid in a closed loop containing the heat exchanger. The thermal power allocated
by heat generator is calculated on the basis of the measured total moment of resistance to
rotation of the "rotors" according to the formula:
(1)

N = M·Ω Σ
-1

where N [W] – mechanical power, М [N·m] – measured total torque, ΩΣ [s ] – relative
angular velocity of rotation.
The determination of the thermal power from the measured total moment was confirmed
experimentally [2]. The total torque of resistance to rotation was transferred through a lever
arm of 110 mm length to the strain gauge of an analog dynamometer 5 (Fig. 1). The data
from the dynamometer was recorded by a digital oscilloscope PC-Lab2000SE in the modes
of recording the moment of resistance. The signals from the temperature sensors were fed
through the microprocessor-based data acquisition and pre-processing unit 11 to the
computer for final processing and storage. A more complete description of the installation
and the measurement procedure can be found in [2].

3 Results and discussion
Resistance pulsations were studied in the range of small Reynolds numbers Re = (100 –
500) of the fluid flow. In these regimes, wave vortex flows arise [1], which determine the
pulsations in the power of the thermal processes in the gaps. The nonstationarity of the
liquid flow with viscosity 54 cSt in the heat generator at the opposite rotation mode with a
constant angular velocity Ω = 22 s-1 demonstrates the graph of the moment of resistance M
on time, shown in Fig. 2. The axis t is show in the logarithmic scale. The flow regime
corresponds to Re = 140.

Fig. 2. A graph of torque pulsations for the upper and lower rotors in the opposite mode with a speed
of 22 s-1 and a viscosity of 54 cSt.

It can be seen from the graphs in fig. 2 that the behavior of the resistance moment in
rotors is stochastic, have a different frequency and amplitude varies by ± 10% of the mean
value. An analysis of the data obtained shows that there are vortices in the upper and lower
rotors in the liquid flow, and the vortex processes in the rotors are not connected with each
other.
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Fig. 3a shows the dependence of the heat generator power on the Reynolds number for
one constant angular velocity (Ω = 22 s-1) of rotation in single and opposite modes. The
number Re was changed due to a change in viscosity in the range ν = (54–15) · 10-6 m2 / s
when the water glycerin mixture was heated as a result of dissipative processes.

Fig. 3. Dependencies of the generator power (a) and the power ratio K (b) on the number Re. N11counter rotation mode of the rotors, N01 and N10 - single rotation of the upper or lower rotors.

The data show that the heat output for the opposite rotation of N11 is more than three
times higher than for single-rotation regimes N01, N10 (fig. 3a). When analyzing the
dynamics of the power behavior in the N11 mode, two regions can be distinguished: Re1 =
(140–270) and Re2 = (270–350). The first region of Reynolds numbers corresponds to a
laminar flow, the second is characterized by the presence of Taylor vortices in the flow of
liquid [1]. The heat output for the first area is more than twice as high as for the second.
Figure 3b shows the coefficient of the ratio of the heat output of the N11 mode to the
average value of single-rotation regimes (K = N11/Nav0). The data show that for the Re2
region, the increase in thermal power with the opposite mode increases with respect to
regimes N01, N10, in comparison with the region Re1.
From the analysis of the experimental data, the following conclusions can be drawn:
– when measuring the resistance moment, practically at all Reynolds numbers in the
ring flow, there are pulsations of the resistance force that corresponds to the vortex nature
of the flow;
– the thermal power released under the opposite regime is more than 3 times higher than
under single modes, which indicates that the opposite regime at one angular speed allows
for more than triple heat output in smaller working volumes of the heat generator;
– the results of the research carried out can serve as a basis for future theoretical and
experimental research in the development of efficient systems of alternative sources of
thermal energy generation.
The reported research was funded by Russian Foundation for Basic Research and the government
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